An Improved Calculation of Proximity-Effect Loss in High-Frequency Windings of Round Conductors
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Abstract—The two best-known methods for calculating high-frequency winding loss in round-wire windings—the Dowell method and the Ferreira method—give significantly different results at high frequency. We apply 2-D finite-element method (FEM) simulations to evaluate the accuracy of each method for predicting proximity-effect losses. We find that both methods can have substantial errors, exceeding 60%. The Ferreira method, which is based on the exact Bessel-function solution for the eddy current in an isolated conducting cylinder subjected to a time-varying magnetic field, is found to be most accurate for loosely packed windings, whereas the Dowell method, which approximates winding layers comprising multiple turns of round wire with a rectangular conducting sheet, is most accurate for closely-packed windings.

To achieve higher accuracy than is possible with either method alone, we introduce a new formula, based on modifying the Dowell method. Parameters in the new formula are chosen based on fitting our FEM simulation data. By expressing the results in terms of normalized parameters, we construct a model that can be used to determine proximity-effect loss for any round-wire winding with error under 2%.

Index Terms—proximity effect, winding loss

I. INTRODUCTION

WINDING losses in transformers and inductors increase dramatically with frequency due to eddy-current effects. For design and optimization of inductors and transformers, there is an need for an accurate prediction of the winding losses over a wide frequency range and for various winding geometries. In this paper, we examine commonly used approximations for predicting winding losses in round-wire windings, show that they can have errors as large as 150%, and introduce a new method that provides much higher accuracy.

Commonly used methods to predict high-frequency loss in round-wire windings (reviewed in [1]) use one of two types of approximations to calculating AC conduction losses in windings of round conductors. The first approach is to replace the round conductors with square conductors of the same cross-sectional area and then substitute a conductor foil for the square conductors in the same layer, resulting in a one dimensional (1-D) model that can be solved analytically [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. This approach is commonly referred to as the Dowell method even though Dowell was not the first to employ it. The second approach is to use the well known Bessel function solution for the field in a cylindrical conductor [8], [9], [10].

We call this the Ferreira method because of Ferreira’s work on practical application of this approach to windings [8], [11], [12]. The field solution used is exact for a single isolated cylinder placed in a uniform field. The primary approximation involved is the assumption that the losses remain unchanged when that cylinder is closely packed among other cylinders in a multi-turn winding. That approximation is partially overcome in [13], by considering the modification of the field in a conductor due to eddy current in adjacent conductors along the direction of the field. However, the approximation in [13] does not account for the effect of the distance to conductors in the other direction.

It is also possible to find the losses for any given configuration to any desired degree of accuracy by using numerical field solution methods such as the finite element method (FEM). Unfortunately, this remains impractical for many windings because fine wire and small skin depths require high-resolution meshes that are computationally expensive. In addition, the results of such a simulation typically provide information about only one specific design, and a large number of slow simulations would be required to optimize a design.

Several approaches have been used to overcome the limitations of direct numerical simulations. For situations in which the wire diameter is small compared to the skin depth (\( d \ll \delta \)), it is simple to perform an exact calculation of the losses in a wire given the ac field, and the ac field may be calculated from the terminal currents of the transformer and the inductor and a simple set of magnetostatic numerical field solutions [14]. This approach, called the squared-field-derivative (SFD) method, drastically reduces computation time, but it is only accurate for relatively low frequencies or for fine wire such as litz wire.

The idea of separating the analysis of the overall field shape from the analysis of the local interaction producing eddy currents is also applied in [15], but instead of the simple analytical calculation of eddy currents, [15] removes the limitation to \(( d \ll \delta \)) by performing a FEM simulation of the local field and eddy currents, using symmetry boundary conditions to approximate the periodic array of wires in a winding.

In this paper, we use a similar approach to [15], simulating a single wire with symmetry boundary conditions to find its behavior in a winding. However, instead of developing a system that repeats this simulation for each winding to be analyzed as in [15], we collect data for a range of wire spacings in two directions and for ratios of wire diameter to skin depth ranging from 0.6 to 60. We compare this data to calculations based
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on the Dowell method and the Ferreira method to evaluate the accuracy and application range of these methods. We find that they both lead to error as large as or larger than 60% in some regions. Based on these results, we modify the Dowell method to provide a function that approximates the simulation results much better—to within 2%.

Section II reviews the Dowell method and the Ferreira method and shows normalized expressions for power loss with each of these two methods. Section III explains the setup of the model we used for 2-D FEM simulation. Section IV analyzes our results from the FEM simulation, and compares them with the results from the Dowell method and the Ferreira method. Section V provides a discussion of the use of a geometry factor of the winding called porosity factor included in previous literature [2], [8], [9], [16]. Section VI gives the form of our new function based on the 2-D simulation results.

II. THE DOWELL METHOD AND THE FERREIRA METHOD

There are two kinds of eddy-current effects: Skin effect and proximity effect. When an ac current flows in a conductor, the current density tends to decrease from the surface to the center of the conductor and thus increase the power loss when the operating frequency gets high. This is called skin effect. The proximity effect is similar but it is caused by the current carried by a nearby conductor. The current in the nearby conductor causes a time-varying field and induces a circulating current inside the conductor. Both the skin effect and the proximity effect cause the current density to be nonuniform in the cross-section of the conductor and cause higher winding loss at higher frequency [17].

In this paper we focus exclusively on proximity-effect loss, because, in a multilayer winding, it strongly dominates over skin effect loss. Thus we examine the effect of an external AC field applied to a winding.

A. Proximity-Effect Factor

In this paper, proximity-effect losses are normalized and expressed with a unitless factor \( \tilde{G} \):

\[
P = \tilde{G} \frac{H^2}{\sigma}
\]

(1)

where \( P \) is power loss per unit length; \( H \) is the peak value of the external sinusoidal magnetic field caused by currents in surrounding conductors; and \( \sigma \) is the conductivity of the conductor.

This definition (1) differs from some other definitions of \( G \) in that we normalize to conductor conductivity as well as applied field, such that \( \tilde{G} \) is unitless. This facilitates application of our results to any design, even with different conductor materials or temperatures.

B. Proximity Factor from the Dowell Method

In the Dowell method, a round conductor with diameter \( d \) is replaced by a square conductor of the same cross sectional area, with width equal to \( \sqrt{\pi}d/2 \). The expression for proximity effect loss per length of an infinite foil conductor with thickness \( \sqrt{\pi}d/2 \), can be obtained as a function of frequency [7]:

\[
\tilde{G} = \frac{P}{H^2} = \frac{\xi}{\cosh \xi - \sin \xi}
\]

(2)

where \( \xi \) is defined as:

\[
\xi = \frac{\sqrt{\pi}d}{2\delta}
\]

(3)

and \( \delta \) is the skin depth, which is defined as:

\[
\delta = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\pi f \mu \sigma}}
\]

(4)

where \( \mu \) and \( \sigma \) are the permeability and the conductivity of the conductor and \( f \) is the frequency of a sinusoidal current.

The skin effect losses of an infinite foil conductor with same width can be represented by the ratio of AC resistance to DC resistance as in [7]:

\[
\frac{R_{ac}}{R_{dc}} = \frac{\xi \sinh \xi + \sin \xi}{2 \cosh \xi - \cos \xi}
\]

(5)

Based on Dowell’s assumptions and the general field solutions for the distribution of current density in a single layer of an infinitely long current sheet, the expression for the AC resistance of the \( m \)th layer is derived in [4], and is re-written in [8] as

\[
R_{ac,m} = R_{dc,m} \frac{\xi \sinh \xi + \sin \xi}{2 \cosh \xi - \cos \xi} + (2m - 1)^2 \frac{\sinh \xi - \sin \xi}{\cosh \xi + \cos \xi}
\]

(6)

where \( R_{dc,m} \) is the DC resistance of a conductor in the winding; \( R_{ac,m} \) is the AC resistance of a conductor in the winding; and \( m \) is the number of the layer under consideration.

Skin effect and proximity effect can be calculated separately due to the orthogonality existing between them [11]. Equation (6) can also be obtained from (5), (2) and the field assumption in [8].

Error is introduced in high frequencies by replacing round conductors with square conductors because substitution only results in the same DC resistance, while the approximation with the rectangular conductor underestimates the AC resistance at high frequency.

Dowell also introduced a porosity factor (also called layer factor) when converting the several conductors in a layer into one equivalent foil conductor to ensure the DC resistance of the model winding is the same as that of the original one. The porosity factor will be discussed in detail in Section V.

C. Proximity Factor of a Round Conductor

The exact expression for \( \tilde{G} \) based on an isolated round conductor is:

\[
\tilde{G} = -\frac{2\pi \gamma \text{ber}_2 \gamma \text{ber'} \gamma + \text{bei}_2 \gamma \text{bei'} \gamma}{\gamma \text{ber}_2 + \text{bei}_2 \gamma}
\]

(7)

in which

\[
\gamma = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2} \delta}
\]

(8)
AN IMPROVED CALCULATION OF PROXIMITY-EFFECT LOSS IN HIGH-FREQUENCY WINDINGS

Ferreira applied the analytical field solution of a single isolated conductor to get an expression for the AC resistance of the $m$th layer by assuming a 1-D field inside the winding [8]. However, (7) doesn’t represent how the distances between layers and conductors in multilayer windings affect power loss. It is only accurate for widely-spaced winding conductors, only in which case the interaction between conductors can be neglected.

III. 2-D FINITE-ELEMENT SIMULATIONS FOR MULTI-LAYER WINDINGS

To evaluate the accuracy of the Dowell method and the Ferreira method over a wide range of conditions, we performed FEM simulations for a 2-D model. Fig. 1 shows the model used to represent an infinite array of windings packed with a certain spacing defined by $h$ (interlayer distance) and $v$ (interwire distance).

Symmetric boundaries are used in this model as shown in Fig. 1. Even symmetric boundaries are set between layers and adjacent conductors in the same layer because of the geometry of the infinite array that we assume. Also, due to the symmetry of the current distribution in a round conductor in the infinite array with a uniform external field applied to it, an odd symmetric boundary can be set in the center of the conductor along the direction of the external field, and an even symmetric boundary can be set in the direction perpendicular to the external field. The net current in the conductor is set to zero so that the only current flowing in the conductor is that caused by the external field.

After solving the model by FEM with varying dimensions and frequencies, we found that power loss is a function of both the frequency and the dimensions. The normalized power loss $\hat{G}$ changes not only with frequency, but also with $h/d$ and $v/d$, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

We performed a large number of simulations by sweeping these three variables: frequency, interlayer distance $h$, and interwire distance $v$. In our simulation, the frequency range is from 20 kHz to 2000 MHz with conductor diameter equal to 0.28 mm, corresponding to $d/\delta$ from 0.6 to 60. The range of dimensions is $h/d$ from 0.26 to 1.8 (9 points) and $v/d$ from 0.03 to 1.4 (10 points). A total of 3600 solutions have been acquired under all different combination of these three variables. The software we used for FEM simulation is a commercial package (Maxwell 2-D field simulator of Ansoft Corporation), and the target error of total field energy was set to 0.01%.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE SIMULATION RESULT

In Fig. 4, we compare the 2-D FEM simulation results with the results given by the Dowell method and the Ferreira method. Some significant conclusions can be drawn: First, in the low frequency range, the results from the Dowell method, the Ferreira method and the 2-D simulation are very close to each other. Second, the Dowell method underestimates proximity-effect loss at high frequency, while the Ferreira method overestimates it at high frequency. Third, the 2-D simulation results are closer to the Dowell method results when the conductors are more closely packed, while the Ferreira method is more accurate when the conductors are further apart.

Although it appears in Fig. 4 that the two models and the experimental results are equal in the low frequency region ($d \ll \delta$), the predictions of the Dowell and Ferreira methods differ by a factor of $\pi/3$, or 4.7%, in this region, due to the fact that the Dowell method chooses the size of the square conductor to match DC resistance, not proximity effect losses [18]. This difference is too small to be visible in the compressed log scale shown in Fig. 4, but closer examination of that data shows that the simulation results match the Ferreira method to about 1% in the region, and the Dowell method’s prediction of low-frequency proximity effect loss has the expected error of about 5%.

Fig. 2 and 3 show examples of the relationship between power loss and geometry. Reducing the distance between conductors in the same layer or increasing the distance between layers can both reduce the proximity-effect loss. Proximity-effect loss at one specific frequency goes to a constant value which is consistent with that given by the Ferreira method when both $v/d$ and $h/d$ are well above one.

V. SOME DISCUSSION OF THE POROSITY FACTOR

In the Dowell method, round-wire windings are converted into ‘equivalent’ foil conductors for easier analysis. The round wires are first replaced by square conductors of equal copper
cross-sectional area. These square conductors are then brought together to form an equivalent foil winding. This foil winding of copper, which does not extend the entire window breath, is then "stretched" in the thickness direction to become a foil of equal height that does extend across the entire window breath. A layer porosity factor is introduced to match the DC resistance of the original winding. If $N$ is the number of square conductors per layer, each having an individual width $a$, and $b$ is the window width,

$$ \eta = \frac{Na}{b} \quad (9) $$

Layer porosity factor was first introduced by Dowell [2]. In Dowell’s model for porous layers, the current distribution change caused by the 1-D approximation is considered equivalent to a difference in the conductivity, and this difference is reflected by a $\sqrt{\eta}$ factor in the skin depth and thus in $\xi$. Thus the AC resistance in a winding of $m$ layers can be derived from (6):

$$ R_{ac} = R_{dc} \xi' \left[ \frac{\sinh 2\xi' + \sin 2\xi'}{\cosh 2\xi' - \cos 2\xi'} \right] + \frac{2}{3} \left( m^2 - 1 \right) \frac{\sinh 2\xi' - \sin 2\xi'}{\cosh 2\xi' + \cos 2\xi'} \quad (10) $$

where $\xi'$ is defined as:

$$ \xi' = \xi \sqrt{\eta} \quad (11) $$

However, it has been pointed out that, at high frequencies, the porosity factor only gives a good approximation when the conductors are closely packed [19], [16].

In [8], the magnetic field is compensated by a factor of $\eta$ because the average current along the width of each layer is reduced by the same factor. Equation (10) becomes:

$$ R_{ac} = R_{dc} \xi' \left[ \frac{\sinh 2\xi' + \sin 2\xi'}{\cosh 2\xi' - \cos 2\xi'} \right] + \eta^2 \frac{2}{3} \left( m^2 - 1 \right) \frac{\sinh 2\xi' - \sin 2\xi'}{\cosh 2\xi' + \cos 2\xi'} \quad (12) $$

We can derive an expression for $G$ from (12) based on the 1-D field approximation in [8]

$$ \hat{G} = \xi' \frac{\sinh \xi' - \sin \xi'}{\cosh \xi' + \cos \xi'} \quad (13) $$

Similarly, another expression for $G$ can be derived from (10):

$$ \hat{G} = \frac{1}{\eta^2 \xi'} \frac{\sinh \xi' - \sin \xi'}{\cosh \xi' + \cos \xi'} \quad (14) $$

In [9], an $\eta^2$ factor is added to the Ferreira proximity-effect loss expression derived from the analytical solution of an isolated round conductor to compensate for the decrease of...
magnetic field strength in a porous layer. But this $\eta$ factor does not make any improvement to the Ferreira method in the aspect of taking the interaction between conductors into account since $\hat{G}$ in [9] is the same as in (7).

From our simulation results, $\hat{G}$ becomes smaller when $v/d$ is reduced, while total proximity-loss effects become larger because of the increase of field strength when the conductors in the same layer comes closer together.

Fig. 5 and 6 compare the total proximity-effect loss from simulation results to the different compensations by $\eta$ at different frequencies. From the two figures, we can see that when skin depth is of the same order as the width of the conductor, compensation of skin depth in (10) is accurate as stated in [20]. However, at a higher frequency, when the skin depth is much smaller than conductor width ($d/\delta = 20.7$), (10) is less accurate than it is at lower frequencies. Nonetheless, it can give better results than the other compensation methods, even though $\eta$ is introduced to compensate the 2-D effects without rigorous justification [16].

From Fig. 7, we can see that the error of $\hat{G}$ in (14) can be from -20% to 60% compared with our simulation results, and in Fig. 8, the error of the Ferreira method can be up to 150% compared to the simulation result.

VI. CHOOSING THE FUNCTIONAL FORM FOR THE MODIFIED DOWELL METHOD

Our aim is to create a function based on the data from 2-D simulations that can be directly used in calculating proximity-effect loss in multi-layer windings.

A new functional form is chosen based on the Dowell method, which is more frequently used and has a simpler form than the Ferreira method. Two coefficients $k_1$ and $k_2$ are added to the Dowell function to better fit to the 2-D simulation results.

\[ \hat{G}' = k_1 \sqrt{k_2 X} \frac{\sinh(\sqrt{k_2 X})}{\cosh(\sqrt{k_2 X})} \]

(15)

where $X$ is defined as:

\[ X = \frac{d}{\delta} \]

(16)

This approach of modifying the Dowell function based on FEM results, and indeed the form of the function (15), are similar to those in [21]. However, because we use it to find only $\hat{G}$, not an expression for AC resistance factor, the application of this formula is much more general than the modified Dowell function in [21], and, with the modifications discussed below, we achieve much higher accuracy.
When Dowell’s function is modified by varying $k_1$ and $k_2$, the curve is scaled, but the shape is unchanged. Our simulation data, however, has a slightly different shape for different wire spacings. As shown in Fig. 9, the Dowell solution has a slight overshoot where the function transitions from the part of the of the curve that is proportional to $\xi^4$ (or $f^2$) to the part of the curve that is proportional to $\xi$ (or $f^{1.5}$). The simulation data only exhibits this overshoot for small values of $v/d$. To produce a curve with the same general shape but without the overshoot, we introduce a new function:

$$\hat{G}(X) = \frac{KX}{(X^{-3n} + b^{3n})^{1/3}}. \quad (17)$$

This function is based on the curve-fit function used in [22], having two constant-slope portions, but is modified to have constant slopes of four and one on a log-log scale to fit the known high- and low-frequency asymptotic behavior of eddy currents. The constant $b$ controls the point at which the transition between slopes occurs, and the constant $n$ determines whether the transition is abrupt (large values of $n$) or smooth (small values of $n$). $K$ is chosen to fit (17) to simulation data at low frequency, and from rough curve-fitting in the low frequency range, its value can be fixed at 0.0960.

As shown in Fig. 9, (17) provides a better fit for some geometries, whereas (15) provides a better fit for other geometries. To allow fitting data with either shape, or any intermediate shape, we used a weighted average of the two functions (15) and (17), with weighting $w$:

$$\hat{G}' = (1 - w)k_1\sqrt{k_2}X \frac{\sinh(\sqrt{k_2}X) - \sin(\sqrt{k_2}X)}{\cosh(\sqrt{k_2}X) + \cos(\sqrt{k_2}X)} + wd(X). \quad (18)$$

By fitting (18) to the 90 sets of data (in each set of data $d/\delta$ sweeps from 0.6 to 60 with 40 samples evenly distributed on a log scale), we obtained 90 sets of $w$, $k_1$, $k_2$, $b$, and $n$ values, defining curves which fit the data from 2-D FEM simulations much better. Each set of values corresponds to a different $v/d$ and $h/d$. Fig. 11 shows the error of our new function compared with the original 2-D simulation data, which is under 2% in all solutions for different dimension sets, and the only errors exceeding 1% occur at dimensional conditions of small $h/d$ and large $v/d$, which are seldom used in practice.

To use the results we report above, one would look up the values of $w$, $k_1$, $k_2$, $b$, and $n$ in Table I based on the values of $v/d$ and $h/d$. We are presently studying different possible curve-fit functions that would give values of $w$, $k_1$, $k_2$, $b$, and $n$ based on the values of $v/d$ and $h/d$.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, 2-D symmetrical numerical simulation results for the conductor loss in windings due to the proximity effect
are presented. The result show that the Dowell method can have up to 60% error even with appropriate compensation by porosity factor and the Ferreira method can have up to 150% error. A new function which is based on the Dowell function has been chosen and it is shown to fit the 2-D simulation data with error under 2%.

Fig. 10. Simulation results for $h/d = 0.2698$ and $v/d = 0.1865$ are compared to the combined curve fitting equation (18). The combined equation can be seen to fit the data better than is possible with either of the individual functions; this is the same data as in the second plot in Fig. 9.

Fig. 11. Contour lines of maximum percent error for the curve fit (18) using the parameters in Table I for different dimensional conditions. The value associated with each contour line is the maximum percentage error over the frequency range tested, corresponding to values of $d/\delta$ from 0.6 to 60.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$h/d$</th>
<th>$v/d$</th>
<th>$h/d$</th>
<th>$v/d$</th>
<th>$h/d$</th>
<th>$v/d$</th>
<th>$h/d$</th>
<th>$v/d$</th>
<th>$h/d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.8571</td>
<td>1.3929</td>
<td>1.6857</td>
<td>1.2421</td>
<td>1.4603</td>
<td>1.0635</td>
<td>1.0635</td>
<td>0.8651</td>
<td>0.8651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2619</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
<td>1.0365</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
<td>1.0365</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
<td>1.0365</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
<td>1.0365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2619</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
<td>1.0365</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
<td>1.0365</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
<td>1.0365</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
<td>1.0365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2619</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
<td>1.0365</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
<td>1.0365</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
<td>1.0365</td>
<td>0.6667</td>
<td>1.0365</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I**

VALUES OF $k_1$, $k_2$, $b$, $n$, $w$ BASED ON NORMALIZED INTERWIRE DISTANCE $v/d$ AND NORMALIZED INTERLAYER DISTANCE $h/d$